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up a set of stone stairs, xena finds herself in a large, empty room. near the front of the room, there is
a circular metal door that shuts when xena walks near it. a pair of blood-stained women are tied to
chairs in the room, facing the door. xena gives them a glance of disdain before continuing on. after
going through the iron door, xena finds herself in a cave. there is a gibbering man tied to a chair,

and dark symbols etched in the ground. gabrielle instructs xena to free the man. when xena tries to
untie the man, the chain slips out of her hand and she drops the man. gabrielle walks up and

whispers to the man as he lies on the ground. xena enters the room with the two bloodied women.
they get to their feet and make some strange gestures with their hands, and a light shines from the
flame icon on gabrielle's icon. the flame takes the form of a burst of flame in the center of the floor,

and the other woman's eyes light up. they both walk over to xena and gabrielle, and xena's eyes
light up as well. the two women pierce xena's skin with their fingers and suck out some of her blood.

xena uses her sword to cut the women's hands off, and they stagger backwards. the flame on
gabrielle's icon starts going out, and the light begins to flicker on the two women's faces. gabrielle
gets to the other side of the room and watches in horror. the women are now staggering forward,
and the other woman's eyes are now full of white. each strikes the ground with the back of their
hand, and the floor bursts into a web-like substance that engulfs them. xena turns to go into a

different room and finds the man is gone. a man in a purple robe stands in the middle of the room,
covered in blood, his head is split apart, and his hands are missing. before xena can go anywhere, an
image of the face of a man, lit by a glowing symbol, appears behind the man. the man vanishes, and

the symbol on xena's icon takes the form of the icon of ares.
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there's been a lot of
chatter about xena lately,
from accusations of rape

to claims that she's not as
hot as she was in the first
game to rumors that her
mysterious death was a

publicity stunt. to counter
this negativity, the xena
games have been very
critical of some of the
culture surrounding
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female characters and
female empowerment.

the warrior princess series
is a different kind of

game, because it never
takes the easy way out,
but rather tackles hard-

hitting issues like
feminism, sexism, and
rape. as for fans of the
show, there's a ton of

awesome xena fan fiction
out there online. there's

stuff as spicy as "gabrielle
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going to put out her
thighs so xena can have
his way with her", and

things as tame as
"gabrielle being a better

xena than xena". to
celebrate the 10th

anniversary of the original
television series, the dvd

boxset "xena: warrior
princess 10th anniversary
collection" was released.

this dvd compilation
contains all 17 episodes
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of the third season of the
original series and
includes numerous

special features. the
collection is available in
europe, australia, the us,

canada, and latin
america. xena is training
a group of girls in the art

of archery when a
messenger interrupts with

news that a slave girl is
escaping. as she tracks
the girl to the coastal
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town of ephesus, she
finds a man in front of the

temple of artemis who
urges her to rescue the
slave girl as one of his

own. with ephiny along,
xena races to the temple
and finds the kidnapped
girl, followed by slave

traders. she rescues the
girl and confronts the

slave traders, who
attempt to rape her, but

xena defeats the
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unscrupulous villains. in
the final battle, the three
enemies are defeated and
the woman is returned to

her grateful owner.
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